**Trunk Weatherstrip**

**Exact Reproduction Trunk Weatherstrip**

Correct lid weatherstrip with molded corners on deck weatherstrip like the original.

- 2 or 4 Door Sedan
  - ORDER #801
  - $55.00 Set
- Hard Top Convertible or Coupe
  - ORDER #802
  - $55.00 Set

**1949-52**

**Exact Reproduction Trunk Weatherstrip**

ORDER #4602

$40 Set

**Weatherstrip Adhesive**

Use to install door and trunk weatherstrip. Long lasting.

ORDER #812

$16.00

**Trunk Lid Inserts**

**1949-52**

Replacement inner trunk lid panels made in light gray carpet that matches carpet covered trunk cardboards. Complete set.

- ‘49-52 Styleline 2 & 4 dr. Sedan
  - ORDER #4620
  - $15
- ‘49-52 Styleline, Convertible, HT Coupe
  - ORDER #4621
  - $15
- ‘49-52 Fleetline 2 & 4 dr. Sedan
  - ORDER #4622
  - $15

**1953-54**

**Trunk Lid Insert**

Replacement inner trunk lid panels made with light gray carpet liner that matches carpet covered trunk cardboards. Complete set.

- SEDAN
  - ORDER #806-13
  - $15 Set
- HARDTOP, CONV., COUPE
  - ORDER #806-14
  - $15 Set

**Spare Tire Cover**

**1949-54**

- **Cloth Spare Tire Cover**
  - Available in red, blue, green, black, gray, and tan.
  - SPECIFY COLOR
  - Can be ordered to match custom interior.
  - ORDER #835
  - $26.00
- **Spare Tire Cover**
  - Soft black vinyl with storage pockets.
  - Fits all 15" tires and gives trunk a nice finished look.
  - ORDER #815
  - $26.00
- **Spray Adhesive**
  - Use to glue pad and carpet down.
  - ORDER #721
  - $13.00 ea.

**Trunk Carpet**

Customize your trunk compartment with this cut pile carpet instead of original rubber mat. Carpet is sewn to fit contour of hump, and binding is used around spare tire well. Fits all models. Also includes carpet pad.

- Available in red, blue, green, black, gray, brown, tan, turquoise.
- Specify color & model.
- 1949-52 ORDER #4805
  - $90
- 1953-54 ORDER #820

Purchase of #721 Spray Adhesive is recommended for easy installation.